Host ACTDChris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host ACTDChris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host ACTDChris says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS Palmer says:
@::on the surface scanning the device::

TO Deimon says:
::walks out onto bridge and over to TAC::

CSO Tek says:
::On the bridge, scanning the planet at the Science console::

CTO Martook says:
@::Still analyzing the symbols on the rocks::

CO Siwiak says:
::walks out of ready room and onto the bridge::

TO Deimon says:
CO: Morning captain ::stretches::

MO Collins says:
#::in shuttle...hoping the ride won't be too bumpy::

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Ens, I have an idea.

CSO Tek says:
::Glances at the Captain as he walks onto the bridge, wonders if the CO "spinned" in his RR chair as well::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Morning Ensign... ::nods head and smiles::

CTO Martook says:
@OPS: What is it, Sir?

CO Siwiak says:
::listens to the thoughts of the CSO in his mind, then gives him a short-lived glare::

TO Deimon says:
::checks systems and makes sure all alerts ect are being done and in effect::

SEC LaCan says:
#::tries to scan the planet from the shuttle::

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: I think that if we either touch or turn the symbols on the box, it might an effect.

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards> ::smiles at Anya::

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: In order of the symbols that we have observed.

CTO Martook says:
@OPS:  There are two symbols that are closer on the larger rock.. the two smaller rocks that link to them must mean something.. what do you think?

CSO Tek says:
::Tries not to look at the peculiar glare the CO makes, looks at the console, and keeps on thinking: Just look at the console... just look at the console...::

MO Collins says:
#::secures instruments in their proper places::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Mr. Deimon, run a scan of the planet and surrounding system... see if you can pinpoint the Newmonya... is she beneath the surface for sure?

NCO Taylor says:
@::dimly aware of her surroundings....::

CEO Apryus says:
#:: Checks the flight display:: MO/SEC: We should have touch down on the surface shortly

MO Collins says:
#::notices Sec guy smiling... gives him a small return smile::

TO Deimon says:
CO: aye sir, while im at it, i think i have an idea to increase sensors, that way we can get a better reading ::gets to work::

SEC LaCan says:
#CEO: Good

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Could be but we need to do something to get us out here.

TO Deimon says:
::begins a normal scan::

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards> MO: Collins, right?

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Fill me in Ensign ::rotates his chair towards him::

CSO Tek says:
::Antennas bobble up and down as he shifts his glance at different panels on the console::

CEO Apryus says:
#*OPS* Lieutenant Palmer, we'll be joining you shortly

MO Collins says:
#::nods to CEO:: ::turns to Sec Edwards:: Sec: Right.... And you are?

CEO Apryus says:
#:: Slowly brings the shuttle to a soft landing::

OPS Palmer says:
@*CEO* Chief Understood

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards>  MO: Ehh, friend by association.

TO Deimon says:
CO: ::Continues scanning:: well, if we use the tractor beam to emit, basically a dampening field it would give just a slightly better outlook with sensors

MO Collins says:
#::arches eyebrow at nice landing::

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Ens, it seems that we will be having company, another AT.

SEC LaCan says:
#::gets up and jumps out of the shuttle::

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards> ::grabs phaser::

MO Collins says:
#Sec: Oh...?

CEO Apryus says:
#:: Checks readings, turns to the MO and SEC officers:: MO/SEC: We may now proceed

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards>  ::nods:: MO: Yup. Kyle's my buddy.

CSO Tek says:
TO/CO: Or, we could modify the deflector dish to do the exact same thing, since the dish would emit a more powerful dampening field.

CTO Martook says:
@OPS:  Glad to hear it, ask them to bring a couple of spare braincells with them if you could, Sir

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  A good idea... perhaps another time.  Continue with scans and maintain contact with the AT

MO Collins says:
#::nods to CEO and rises::

CEO Apryus says:
#:: Grabs a type two phaser and holsters it:: SEC: Type II or Type III, your choice

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards>  MO: We hang out a lot. You come up frequently--Much to my chagrin. ::grins and stands::

OPS Palmer says:
@::tries touching buttons in order of appearance::

TO Deimon says:
CO: aye

MO Collins says:
#::smiles:: Sec: Ahhh... Well then...Nice to meet you. ::laughs::

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards>  CEO: Type II's better for my aim.

SEC LaCan says:
#::grabs a type III phaser and mounts it on his shoulder::

CO Siwiak says:
CSO:  Report... how far is the AT from the wreckage?

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards>  MO: Nice to meet you too. ::grins::

CSO Tek says:
CO: Scanning now sir, one moment.

NCO Taylor says:
@::touches the forcefield that surrounds her alcove....::

NCO Taylor says:
@::Trapped.... By what...?::

MO Collins says:
#::grabs a type III and exits with the others::

CSO Tek says:
::Stares at the console as the readings begin to appear::

CEO Apryus says:
#SEC_Ed: We have similar tastes I see, well, lets get going, Lieutenant Palmer and the CTO are waiting

TO Deimon says:
CEO: do you think i could have a bit more power to sensors

OPS Palmer says:
@::waits for something to happen after the buttons::

CEO Apryus says:
#:: Opens the door, steps out onto the surface::

Host ACTDChris says:
ACTION Nothing happens after OPS presses the buttons

NCO Taylor says:
#<SEC_Edwards>  MO: You're gonna lug a phaser rifle around....? ::grins:: I can trade you, if you like.

MO Collins says:
@::shakes head:: Sec: I like this one...::grins::

CTO Martook says:
@::Observing for changes::

NCO Taylor says:
@::groans her displeasure at being captured::

OPS Palmer says:
@:CTO: Ens, scan the area for any changes.

CEO Apryus says:
@AT2: Enough chit chat, lets go

TO Deimon says:
CO: I think I’ve got a lock on the Newmonya, and the AT reports they’ve the found ship and survivors

SEC LaCan says:
@::looks around::

CEO Apryus says:
@:: opens tricorder and finds the bearing of the away team, orients himself and then starts walking::

CTO Martook says:
@OPS:  Am doing so, Sir, There were no changes

SEC LaCan says:
::follows the CEO::

CSO Tek says:
CO: The away team is approximately 12 meters away from the Newmonya.

MO Collins says:
@::scans her surroundings::

CSO Tek says:
CO: However... scans are still being slightly disrupted... attempting to compensate.

OPS Palmer says:
@:tries the buttons in reverse::

CO Siwiak says:
CSO/TO:  Thank you...

CO Siwiak says:
*OPS*:  Report please Mr. Palmer...

CSO Tek says:
::Nods at the Captain::

SEC LaCan says:
@::grabs a tricorder and scans the area::

CTO Martook says:
@OPS:  If two of the symbols are closer together would that not mean something, Sir?

NCO Taylor says:
@<SEC_Edwards> ::looks around, taking stock of the situation....::

CEO Apryus says:
@AT2: Anyone find anything unusual?

NCO Taylor says:
@Anyone: Hello.....?

OPS Palmer says:
@CO: Sir just a minute

TO Deimon says:
CO:are we going to beam them up, because, at your order, with the CSO’s help, I can beam them up

SEC LaCan says:
@CEO: Nothing sir ::makes serious face::

NCO Taylor says:
@::hears her voice echo around the environment, whatever it may be....

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Try the two buttons at the same time then the last one.

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Adjusts the strap holding the 3 transporter enhancers to his back, realizes he's getting old::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Last time we scanned, there was too much interference for transporters... scan again

MO Collins says:
@::begins scanning area for life signs other than the AT::

CSO Tek says:
TO: Why would we need to beam them up, they have shuttlecrafts?

NCO Taylor says:
@<SEC_Edwards>  ::sighs::

MO Collins says:
@::hoists phaser rifle to a more comfy position::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  That's why they headed down in shuttles...

CTO Martook says:
@::Pushes the buttons which correspond to the closer symbols, followed by the last one, waiting or any changes:

Host ACTDChris says:
ACTION A door opens in the rock as the buttons a pressed in the correct sequence

NCO Taylor says:
@<SEC_Edwards>  MO: I can take that, really...

CEO Apryus says:
@:: sees the AT about a fourth of a kilometer away::

OPS Palmer says:
@CO: Sir, I think that that we may have a way down.

CTO Martook says:
@::Scans opening in the rock:: It looks safe, Sir

MO Collins says:
@::grins:: Sec: I'm not as weak as I may seem.... but thanks. ::smiles::

TO Deimon says:
CSO: good point ::begins another scan:: CO: well.., ok, there was a momentary break in the interference, but, its back now, so they’ll have to use shuttle crafts

CEO Apryus says:
@*OPS* Sir, hold on one moment, we'll be there in a second

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Scan for the 2nd AT.

CTO Martook says:
@::Scanning for life signs

NCO Taylor says:
@::sees some light... An entrance opened...::

CSO Tek says:
::Continues monitoring the Away Team::

NCO Taylor says:
@<SEC_Edwards>  MO: Certainly, not as weak. ::winks::

OPS Palmer says:
@::scans the passage way::

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Steps towards Richard:: OPS: There you are

OPS Palmer says:
@*CSO* Where are you?

NCO Taylor says:
@Anyone: Hello....? Who's there.....?

CTO Martook says:
@OPS: Yes, Sir  :Scanning for the 2nd AT  They're on their way, Sir

MO Collins says:
@::grins at Edwards... nice guy... but no Kyle...<G>::

CSO Tek says:
@ COM: OPS: I am currently on the ship, do you need my assistance?

SEC LaCan says:
@::follows the CEO and stays slightly behind him::

NCO Taylor says:
@::ties her hair back, but feels the blood dripping from a wound on her forehead..... Ugh::

CEO Apryus says:
@::yells:: OPS: what have you found?

Host ACTDChris says:
ACTION Along the walls of the passage are cages, mostly empty...

OPS Palmer says:
@ALL: Phasers on stun.

CTO Martook says:
@::Continues to monitor for life signs and irregular readings::

CEO Apryus says:
@:: runs up next to Lieutenant palmer:: Ops: interesting dilemma...

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Any life signs?

MO Collins says:
@::sighs... ::

CTO Martook says:
@::Phaser ready in hand::

SEC LaCan says:
::sets his rifle to stun::

NCO Taylor says:
@<SEC_Edwards>  MO: Problem...?

CEO Apryus says:
@::sets phasers:: OPS: Hold a moment, can you fill us in on what we've missed since we arrived...

CTO Martook says:
@OPS: None, Sir

TO Deimon says:
::continues  monitoring for anything unusual::

OPS Palmer says:
@MO: Hello doc, they let you out of sickbay?

MO Collins says:
@::frowns:: ALL: I'm getting life readings.... but I can't quite make them out....

CO Siwiak says:
*OPS*:  Proceed with caution Rich, I don't want you to join them in those cages...

OPS Palmer says:
@CEO: Well Drian, we found this box and opened this door.

MO Collins says:
@::grins at Palmer:: OPS: Yep...and about time....::rolls eyes::

CTO Martook says:
@All:  I'm not going in those cages without a pillow, just so you know

OPS Palmer says:
@*CO* Understood sir.

MO Collins says:
@All: The life signs are silicon based...

NCO Taylor says:
@All: Hey! Anyone here!?

CTO Martook says:
@MO:  In what direction?  Straight down the corridor?

CO Siwiak says:
::points at screen::  TO:  Can you give me a visual?

NCO Taylor says:
::pounds the forcefield. Awdammit!

CSO Tek says:
::Doesn't like this one bit, turns to the Captain:: CO: Sir. Since there are cage's down there, that would perhaps suggest that there are already inhabitants down there.

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Wonders if Palmer is being sarcastic:: OPS: Well, anything else?

TO Deimon says:
::tries for a visual:: CO: just a minute I think so

MO Collins says:
@::narrows search parameters:: CTO: Checking now....

Host ACTDChris says:
ACTION Ahead in the distance the walls of the passage give off a soft glow

OPS Palmer says:
@ALL: This is order of formation: CTO, SEC, OPS, CEO, MO,SEC

CO Siwiak says:
CSO:  I can see that... but we must find the Newmonya's  crew.

TO Deimon says:
::gets a visual, its a bit staticy but you can mak it out:: CO: Got it

CSO Tek says:
CO: Understood, sir.

CO Siwiak says:
*AT*:  Phasers on light settings don't really harm silicon based life... I recommend you avoid them.

OPS Palmer says:
@CEO: We'll talk as we are moving.  ALL: Let's move slowly.

NCO Taylor says:
@AT: Hey, I can hear you guys! Hello!?

MO Collins says:
@::nods and gets in formation, still checking readings on tricorder....::

OPS Palmer says:
@*CO* Phasers are on stun sir

SEC LaCan says:
@::takes position near the CTO::

CTO Martook says:
@::Scanning the distant walls::  Let's keep our guards up, there was obviously life here and perhaps there still is

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: Sir, I'll set up the pattern enhancers near the mouth of the entrance, as when they are inside they probably will be as useful as an old shoe, if we have any trouble, I believe these might enable us to use transport to abandon the planet

OPS Palmer says:
@CEO: By all means, how long?

CO Siwiak says:
*CEO*:  Please see if you can test the enhancers Mr. Drian... I want to know that you can get out quick

MO Collins says:
@::said quietly:: All: I'm getting humanoid type life reading straight ahead... ::points down corridor:: The silicon ones.... Well... they're difficult to pinpoint... ::frowns::

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Finds his position in the formation, then walks to the mouth of the entrance and sets up the pattern enhancer in a tripod formation, 2 on the face of the rock, and 1 about 3 meters from the others::

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: I just have to align there settings with that of the interference, shouldn't take long

CTO Martook says:
@::Phaser out, still scanning area::

NCO Taylor says:
@AT: Dammit, who's out there!?

OPS Palmer says:
@ALL: Lets move slowly

CEO Apryus says:
@*CO* Of course captain

CO Siwiak says:
*CEO*:  Place a rock in the center... we'll try to beam it up

TO Deimon says:
::watches his staticy visual and waits for the next move::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Prepare to activate Transporter... lock onto the enhancers.

MO Collins says:
@::wonders who that annoying female is yelling<G>::

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Sets the rock in the middle, then aligns the enhancer settings,:: Ops/*CO* Ready

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Energize...

CEOApryus  (Transporter.wav)

TO Deimon says:
CO: locked, its still a little off, but, i think we can do it

MO Collins says:
@All: I think someone's trying to get our attention... ::nods toward NCO's voice::

OPS Palmer says:
@CTO: Keep your guard up, don't want to get caught.

OPS Palmer says:
@MO: Can you pinpoint it for us?

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Adjusts the settings a little more::

CO Siwiak says:
*AT*:  Find the crew as soon as possible... there may be injured

CSO Tek says:
::Leans back in his chair, wondering about the situation down below::

CEO Apryus says:
@*TO* That better?

CTO Martook says:
@OPS:  Aye, Sir  ::Positions Security in tactical positions ::scanning growing walls::

TO Deimon says:
*CEO* much better

MO Collins says:
@::blinks:: OPS: It must be straight ahead... She sound really loud.... ALL: You guys can hear her, right...?

SEC LaCan says:
@::holds his rifle up checking for anything that moves::

NCO Taylor says:
@AT: Hey, dammit!

OPS Palmer says:
@::moving toward the sound the NCO's voice::

MO Collins says:
@All: I know you heard that....

TO Deimon says:
::keeps a constant lock on anyone he can get a lock on::

OPS Palmer says:
@::sees the NCO in a cage against one of the walls::

MO Collins says:
@::tries to push ahead to reach the voice...:: ::scans some more::

CEO Apryus says:
@AT: I'm not sensing... much... it's faint but I think...

OPS Palmer says:
@NCO: Hello sir

NCO Taylor says:
@::stands:: OPS: Identify yourself...

MO Collins says:
@::reaches NCO's position and scans her for injuries::

OPS Palmer says:
@NCO: LtJG Palmer, Operations Officer, USS Andromeda.

SEC LaCan says:
@::sees OPS and runs to him::

OPS Palmer says:
@SEC: Cover the area and check for any more lifesigns

SEC LaCan says:
@OPS: Aye ::turns around and scans the area with his rifle up::

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: do you think we'll be able to penetrate the cage? If not I think I might, just might have an idea

MO Collins says:
@::scan is unsuccessful as the NCO is behind some sort of forcefield::

NCO Taylor says:
@OPS: Captain Montana Taylor, Commanding Officer of the USS Newmonya.

CTO Martook says:
@OPS:  Sir, the glowing walls are picking up irregular readings

CTO Martook says:
@::Deploying Security in tactical positions in case of danger, still scanning for other life forms

TO Deimon says:
CO: well, I’ve got a pretty good lock on everyone, as they go on it gets weaker and weaker, but for now, id say I’ve got em pretty good

OPS Palmer says:
@CEO: Can you do something about these force fields?

CO Siwiak says:
::nods at TO::

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: With a little work, and 3 of you lending me your tricorders, I think I can modify the pattern enhancers to nullify the fields

OPS Palmer says:
@CEO: Go ahead.

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: They work on the same basic principal... Of course I'll also need some help from the Andromeda...

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: Aye

CEO Apryus says:
@AT: I need 3 tricorders... anyone willing to give them up?

OPS Palmer says:
@NCO: Sir, we will you get out there soon.

NCO Taylor says:
@::nods:: OPS: The Andromeda, you say....?

OPS Palmer says:
@MO: How are the other prisoners?

OPS Palmer says:
@NCO: Yes sir

CEO Apryus says:
@*CO* Sir, I need someone to beam down 3 more pattern enhancers, I don't care how,

SEC LaCan says:
@::tosses the CEO a tricorder:: CEO: Here sir

NCO Taylor says:
@OPS: And you're in command....?

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Catches the tricorder:: SEC: Thanks

OPS Palmer says:
@NCO: Yes sir

TO Deimon says:
CO: Well, I guess now we found out just how good that lock is

MO Collins says:
@::wishes the fix-it guys would hurry up and release the prisoners so she could scan them:: OPS: Dunno yet...::shrugs::

CEO Apryus says:
@AT: Anymore?

SEC LaCan says:
@::nods seriously and looks for moving objects::

NCO Taylor says:
@OPS: Huh. Okay, then. Got a medic. I've got a cut and it's not bad but I'd rather have none.

CTO Martook says:
@CEO:  I'll be keeping mine ::still scanning for any unwanted visitors::

CEO Apryus says:
@AT: I need 1 more,

CO Siwiak says:
CSO:  Would we be able to tow the Newmonya  up with a tractor beam?

CO Siwiak says:
*OPS*:  Report please...

OPS Palmer says:
@::tosses tricorder::

CSO Tek says:
CO: Checking, sir.

OPS Palmer says:
@*CO* Sir, we have located the mission crew and trying to release them now.

Host Varnek says:
ACTION A silver thing passes by the AT and turns solid.

CEO Apryus says:
@*TO* Ensign, if you'd please pass beam down 3 pattern enhancers

CO Siwiak says:
CSO:  Work on an idea, maybe use phasers to drill it out, then bring it up.  I want to get the ship back if possible...

TO Deimon says:
*CEO*: they’re coming down now, energizes

CTO Martook says:
@::Jumps back, phaser pointing at the ready, motioning to security officers

MO Collins says:
@::looks up at silver thing as she's trying once again to scan the other crew::

SEC LaCan says:
@::looks up::

OPS Palmer says:
@ALL: Watch out .  ::turns toward host and raises phaser::

TO Deimon says:
::energizes::

SEC LaCan says:
@::aims his rifle at the thing::

CSO Tek says:
CO: That would be an idea sir. Although we inadvertently cause a cave in on the ship itself...

CTO Martook says:
@All:  Keep back, weapons at the ready

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Watches the enhancers materialize, picks them up and carries them back to the first cage::

MO Collins says:
@::ducks::

CO Siwiak says:
CSO:  Not if you vaporize the rock...

CTO Martook says:
@:;Scanning silver form::

Host Varnek says:
@::Looks at OPS:: OPS: Your weapons are of no use here

OPS Palmer says:
@Host: Who are you and why are holding this people hostage?

TO Deimon says:
CSO/CO: I think I can aim it well enough to prevent that

NCO Taylor says:
@::crosses arms over chest::

MO Collins says:
@::Self: Great... shoot first ... ask questions later.... Great....::

CSO Tek says:
CO: Understood, sir. However, with all the disruption in effect, we may not be able to get an accurate lock on the rock.

CEO Apryus says:
@:: Sets the 3 up in equal lengths around the edges of the forcefield, opens the tricorder casings, and attaches it to the pattern/signal enhancer::

CSO Tek says:
::Hears the TO:: However...

CSO Tek says:
::Turns to Ensign at OPS Station:: OPS: Re-route more power to the deflector dish.

Host Varnek says:
OPS: We are studying them. ::Waves a "hand" and the AT is in a large cage of their own::

OPS Palmer says:
@Host: Who are you?

CSO Tek says:
<Ensign> Aye, sir. ::Re-routes power to deflector dish::

CO Siwiak says:
Self: Damnit!  TO:  Open a channel to the planet!

MO Collins says:
@::scans Varnek::

CTO Martook says:
@All:  Lets keep our distance.. what can we find out about the form from scanning?

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: Don't worry, I think I can get us out of this mess... hold on, and be very quiet

MO Collins says:
@::blinks:: Self: Wha-?

CSO Tek says:
CO/TO: We should be able to get an accurate lock on the rock.

SEC LaCan says:
@::looks for a way out::

CSO Tek says:
::Hears what is going on the Away Team:: CO: I'd suggest going to Red Alert, sir...

TO Deimon says:
CSO/CO: well, we could use the tractor to keep the dirt up and move it as i fire, and then once the dirt is moved we can lock onto the Newmonya

OPS Palmer says:
@::looks at the cage and then at CEO::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Open a damn channel...

OPS Palmer says:
@CEO: Chief, do something.

Host Varnek says:
@OPS: Who are we? We just are......always have been. We study all life forms

TO Deimon says:
::opens channel::

CO Siwiak says:
COMM: Varnek:  This is Captain Robert Siwiak of the Federation Starship Andromeda... I demand you let loose your hostages and we shall withdraw from your space

CEO Apryus says:
@*TO* See those enhancers I set up, run a localized tachyon beam through them just like a transporter beam, set the variance to that of the forcefield nearby, lock into the tricorders and have them adjust for the constantly changing variables like a minimal sensor array...

OPS Palmer says:
@Host: What do you mean study?

CEO Apryus says:
@*TO* On my next signal ::whispering::

CSO Tek says:
::Uses deflector dish to back the Captain's transmission, so the aliens below can hear it in it's entirety::

TO Deimon says:
::begins to lock on::

NCO Taylor says:
@::Self: Oh, that Captain Siwiak, he sounds soooooo dreamy::

CTO Martook says:
@Varkek::  You capture and hold prisoner, that is a hostile way of studying!  ::holds back her temper:: ::shuts up::

TO Deimon says:
*CEO*in 5

TO Deimon says:
CEO*4

TO Deimon says:
*CEO*3

TO Deimon says:
*CEO*2

Host Varnek says:
@CO: Ahh Captain how nice to speak with you. I wish to study you as well

TO Deimon says:
*CEO*1

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Red Alert!

CEO Apryus says:
@*TO* Engage... ::creature seams buisy::

CO Siwiak says:
TO:  Shields to maximum

CSO Tek says:
CO: Captain, I'd suggest going to Red Alert, now...

TO Deimon says:
::fires tachyon beam and moniters::

CSO_Tek  (Alert.wav)

MO Collins says:
@::sighs:: ::Self: Another evil alien life form.... I really hate them....::

CO Siwiak says:
::rises from seat::

MO Collins says:
@::scans the rest of the crew for injuries::

CEO Apryus says:
@OPS: ::whispers:: See that beam, it should nullify the effects of the forcefield, we'll have to fire soon as the emitters overload

TO Deimon says:
ALL: red alert, shields are at full, weapons are at 100%

Host Varnek says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Varnek says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Varnek says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>


